ABOUT COMPUTACENTER
Computacenter is a leading independent technology partner, trusted by large corporate and public sector organizations. We help our customers to source, transform and manage their IT infrastructure to deliver digital transformation, enabling users and their business. Computacenter is a public company quoted on the London FTSE 250 and employs over 15,000 people worldwide.

ACCELERATED ENDPOINT AS A SERVICE (AEAAS)

AEAaaS is a business transformation service that streamlines end user compute deployments through a blend of automation, logistics and creativity. This efficient process allows new employees to engage in their work and start contributing the day they start. AEAaaS can be rapidly deployed anywhere in the world, creating faster monetization of IP, and providing a quicker return on infrastructure investments, all with 24/7 support.

SOLUTION TECHNOLOGIES & PARTNERS

Benefits:
Ease
• One central PO for services and hardware
• Seamless on-boarding and off-boarding of employees
• Warehousing of equipment
• Improved security and asset management

Speed
• Reduction of deployment time from weeks to days
• Optimization of supply chain for quick ship with international capabilities

Expertise
• Access to Computacenter’s industry-leading teams
• 24/7 helpdesk support

Customization
• Tailored devices
• New hire experience kits

Reduced Costs
• Easy on-boarding alleviates strain on company resources
• Computacenter handles everything, allowing your team to focus on other projects
• Proper tracking of inventory – No more misplaced equipment!

Secure VPN connection
• Customer extends their network infrastructure to Computacenter
• Customer data remains on their servers

Computacenter handles everything, allowing your team to focus on other projects

• Secure VPN connection to Computacenter’s facilities
• Scale based on capacity needs
• Per box free
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